Class of 2015 Camping Trip Permission Slip

(If 17 & under) Students are allowed to camp without adult supervision IF AND ONLY IF YOU HAVE A SIGNED PERMISSION SLIP WITH YOUR PARENT’S CONSENT.

THIS IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH SANTA TERESA HIGH SCHOOL IN ANY WAY. PLEASE DO NOT CONTACT THE SCHOOL FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

Place: Del Valle Regional Park
Date: May 15-16 (Friday night- saturday afternoon )
Price per individual: $10 flat fee
- 8 people max per site, 2 vehicles max
- You will not be provided anything other than the campsite itself, bring all camping necessities including your own food and drinks.
- Students are not provided transportation.

Game Plan: Meet at the Blossom hill light rail station at 4:30 after school on Friday, May 15th & carpool to Livermore.

Check out time: 12 o’clock, return time TBD.

I __________ give my child, __________, permission to participate in the Senior Class Camping trip on Friday May 15th, at Del Valle Regional Park.

I understand by signing below I am giving permission for my child to participate in the alternate Grad Night organized by the student body, and am holding my child responsible for his/her actions.

Parent Name: ________________ Phone number: ________________

If I AM 18 OR OLDER and I am signing for myself, I acknowledge and understand all of the above. I will hold myself liable for any injuries or destruction to the campsite and understand the organizers of this event are not responsible for any damages caused or incurred by myself.

Student Name: ________________
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY please provide the phone number of your medical provider. ______________